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ABSTRACT When, in 1956, Artificial Intelligence (AI) was officially declared a research field, no one
would have ever predicted the huge influence and impact its description, prediction, and prescription
capabilities were going to have on our daily lives. In parallel to continuous advances in AI, the past decade
has seen the spread of broadband and ubiquitous connectivity, (embedded) sensors collecting descriptive high
dimensional data, and improvements in big data processing techniques and cloud computing. The joint usage
of such technologies has led to the creation of digital twins, artificial intelligent virtual replicas of physical
systems. Digital Twin (DT) technology is nowadays being developed and commercialized to optimize several
manufacturing and aviation processes, while in the healthcare and medicine fields this technology is still at
its early development stage. This paper presents the results of a study focused on the analysis of the state-
of-the-art definitions of DT, the investigation of the main characteristics that a DT should possess, and the
exploration of the domains in which DT applications are currently being developed. The design implications
derived from the study are then presented: they focus on socio-technical design aspects and DT lifecycle.
Open issues and challenges that require to be addressed in the future are finally discussed.
INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, digital twin, human-computer interaction, Internet of Things,
machine learning, sensor systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1956, JohnMcCarthy organized a summer workshop, enti-
tled the ‘‘Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial
Intelligence’’, which is now considered by many [1], [2] the
seminal event where Artificial Intelligence (AI) was officially
declared a research field. At the workshop, researchers from
several disciplines met to clarify, define ideas and establish
a research program concerning ‘‘thinking machines’’. They
chose the name ‘‘Artificial Intelligence’’ for its broad sense,
to avoid restricting the interests of this field to subjects such
as cybernetics, automata theory and complex information
processing.
Today, AI ‘‘concerns the theory and development
of computerized systems able to imitate and simu-
late human intelligence and behavior’’ (Merriam-Webster
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Dictionary), essentially ‘‘being human-like rather than
becoming human’’ [3], and ‘‘performing tasks normally
requiring human intelligence, such as visual percep-
tion, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation
between languages’’ (English Oxford Living Dictionary).
Since 1956, AI researches have succeeded in developing
intelligent systems allowing machines doing not only all of
the physical work, but also the reasoning, the predicting
and the subsequent decision-making. Rather than trying to
achieve a perfect replica of the human mind, AI systems
exploit processes emulating human reasoning as a guide to
provide both aiding tools and better services.
For this reason, and thanks to the continuous advances
in the computational power, in Big Data processing, and
in the machine learning (ML) and pattern recognition (PR)
fields, AI applications are becoming a fundamental part of
our everyday life, providing surprising benefits in several
fields. Examples are researches in the medical fields, where
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AI algorithms are developed with the aim of discover-
ing novel biological relations [4] and treatments. Similarly,
AI algorithms modeling biological structures and human
reasoning are integrated either to develop Computer Aided
Diagnosis Systems, aiding clinicians during their everyday
diagnostics procedures [5], or to study organs’ functioning
and reaction to pharmacological treatments [6]–[8], eventu-
ally uncovering the hidden patterns and information encoded
by the data, by reducing the data dimensionality to remove
redundant information [9].
In the past twenty years, the advent of the Internet
of Things (IoT) [10], [11] is changing the way data are
exchanged among different sources. Indeed, the diffusion
of technologies such as (embedded) sensors and actuators
connected through the Internet, allows a continuous exchange
of Big Data. This term refers to data Volume (having high
dimensionality and requiring the storage of large amounts
of data), Variety (data with heterogeneous nature, belonging
to different sources), Velocity (the speed of production and
acquisition, opposed to long processing time), and Value (the
significance of the information carried by data) [12]–[14].
Luckily, scientific advances in data fusion techniques, high-
dimensional data processing [9], big data analytics and cloud
computing allow to store and elaborate Big Data to obtain
important knowledge and improve the performance of phys-
ical systems.
More specifically, the integration of AI models
(of physical objects) and Big Data Analytics for processing
IoT data [15]–[17] motivates one of the latest, and prob-
ably one of the most important advancement in the field
of technology, that is, the Digital Twin (DT). DT models
are gaining more and more interest for their potentials and
strong impact in application fields, such as manufacturing,
aerospace, healthcare, and medicine.
Despite successful DT technologies are now being investi-
gated in the scientific field and are massively spreading in the
corporate and business environments, literature works have
never described in detail the characteristics of a generic DT.
Indeed, each state-of-the-art paper concentrates on the devel-
opment of few components of DTs.
In this work, we searched for answers to three specific
research questions, related to the state-of-the-art definitions
of Digital Twin technology, the main characteristics that a
DT should possess, and the domains in which Digital Twin
applications are currently being developed. After the pre-
sentation of the research background (Section II) and the
methodology used for the study (Section III), three sec-
tions present the answer to each of the research questions
(Section IV, V, and VI). In Section VII, we discuss some
design implications that emerged from our analysis, while
Section VIII presents the open issues and main challenges
that still exist in this field of research.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Since 1970, NASA creates mirrored systems to monitor
unreachable physical spaces (e.g. spacecrafts in mission), and
FIGURE 1. Model of a digital twin. This picture is the result of an
adaptation of Grieves’ model [20].
eventually find out solutions to problems. The first and prob-
ably the most famous example, is a simulated environment
developed during theApollo 13mission [18].When, two days
after the launch, one of the oxygen tanks exploded, the NASA
flight control team in Houston found a solution by simulat-
ing and then analyzing such condition on a physical model
(a mirrored system) of the spacecraft Apollo 13 and its
components. Thanks to the simulated environment, engineers
modeled and tested possible solutions and successfully found
a way out, which was an improvised air purifier. From earth,
engineers instructed the astronauts how to build it with mate-
rials available in the spacecraft. At the same time, astronauts
on earth ran simulations at Houston and Kennedy Space Cen-
ter to test procedures for getting the crew of Apollo 13 back
to earth alive.
This example shows the potential of virtual and simulated
models, nowadays considered the precursors of DTs, in bridg-
ing physical and virtual spaces; however, such models are
not considered proper DTs, due to the lack of a seamless
connection and real-time data exchange allowing the contin-
uous, or at least periodic, ‘‘twinning’’ of the digital to the
physical.
The DT concept has been informally introduced in 2002 by
Michael Grieves, during his presentation about product life-
cycle management (PLM) with the title ‘‘Conceptual Ideal
for PLM’’. Grieves’ DT model, later formalized in his white
paper [19] and in [20], was composed by three primary
elements (see Fig. 1): 1) a real space containing a physical
object; 2) a virtual space containing a virtual object; 3) the
link for data flow from real space to virtual space (and virtual
sub-spaces), and for information flow from virtual space
(and sub-spaces) to real space. This last element is the enabler
of data exchange, thus allowing the convergence and synchro-
nization of the virtual and physical systems.
After just one year, the work of Framling et al. [21] pro-
posed ‘‘an agent-based architecture where each product item
has a corresponding virtual counterpart or agent associated
with it’’. Exploiting the seamless connection provided by
the spread of Internet technologies, the envisioned agents
(the product DTs, or at least their ancestors) should guar-
antee the synchronization with their physical counterpart,
providing also services for them. The authors’ proposal is
based on the consideration that an effective PLM system
should always have access to a faithful view of the prod-
uct status and information, from when it is planned and
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manufactured, through its time of use, and until the time of
disposal. At the beginning of themillennium, the practice was
to convey all this information by paper documents accompa-
nying the product; however, this was not an effective practice,
because product information usually changes during product
lifecycle, so that huge amount of data (and papers) were
needed to describe the product in its different phases. As a
result, synchronization between product data and the products
themselves was always missing. Obviously, the proposed
virtual-physical coupling needs a way to uniquely identify
the physical product, in order to allow a one-to-one (bijective)
connection between the DT and its physical twin.
Given the will to increase knowledge about the concept of
mirrored system and a desire to reduce costs and resources,
NASA started investigating and developing DTs for its
space assets. Precisely, ten years after Grieves’ definition,
NASA researchers, in their roadmap [22], which is now
considered by aerospace researchers [23], [24] as the seminal
work about DTs, suggested that DT would improve perfor-
mance in the field of aviation. In this context, the authors
defined the DT as ‘‘an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale,
probabilistic simulation of a vehicle or system that uses the
best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet history,
etc., to mirror the life of its flying twin. The digital twin is
ultra-realistic and may consider one or more important and
interdependent vehicle systems, including propulsion/energy
storage, avionics, life support, vehicle structure, thermal
management/TPS, etc.’’.
In the same years, Tuegel et al. [24]–[26] proposed a
conceptual model of how the DT can be used as a virtual
sensor for predicting the life of aircraft structure and assur-
ing its structural integrity. All the aforementioned research
works brought to the definition of the Airframe Digital
Twin (ADT) [25], [26], a computational model of individual
aircrafts (tail-number specific). This model had the potential
to improve the way U.S. Air Force aircrafts were managed
over their entire lifecycle by creating individualized structural
management plans. The ADT could provide configuration
control for each aircraft in the inventory, and, thanks to com-
putational simulations, could serve as a virtual health sensor
and could provide a forecast of future maintenance needs for
an individual aircraft.
In 2013, the U.S. Air Force [27] explicitly mentioned and
interchangeably used the Digital Thread and the Digital Twin
concepts, highlighting that they have a historical memory and
the ability of exploiting previous and current knowledge to
gain state awareness and system prognosis, thus providing the
‘‘agility and tailorability needed for rapid development and
deployment’’. However, in other research works, the Digital
Thread concept has been distinguished from the DT concept;
e.g., in [28] it is claimed that digital thread refers to the
‘‘communication framework that allows a connected data
flow and integrated view of the asset’s data throughout its life-
cycle across traditionally siloed functional perspectives’’.
As explained in [29], the digital thread is the commu-
nication framework that digitally links all the product data
(i.e., model data, product structure data, metadata, effec-
tual data, and process definition data including supporting
equipment and tools) to allow each user to access a single,
consistent definition of the product and its modifications
during its whole lifecycle. For a manufacturer, it pro-
vides a single reference point for design, engineering, and
manufacturing.
Essentially, the digital thread allows linking and inte-
grating all aspects of a system and models from various
disciplines through common inputs and data flows, in an
always-available, up-to-date single electronic representation
that every decision maker involved in the process can access,
thus speeding up design time, and enabling trades across tra-
ditionally isolated disciplines [30]. The digital thread concept
raises the bar for delivering ‘‘the right information to the right
place at the right time’’ [28].
Since its first declaration by the U.S. Air Force [27],
the digital thread and DT concepts are gaining much inter-
est beyond the aerospace and defense industry; being an
essential part of the digital thread, and allowing the inte-
gration of digital manufacturing and cyber-physical systems,
they are key point of Industry 4.0 [31]–[33] and Smart
Manufacturing [34].
However, as they were defined, the digital thread only
ensured the connection of heterogeneous elements; it did
not have the DT’s potentials of monitoring, maintaining, and
optimizing the physical system. For this reason, and after
including connection capabilities into the DT model, the lat-
est has replaced the digital thread and is now considered, e.g.
by ‘‘Siemens Theorists and Dreamers’’ [35], [36], as the next
Generation Digital Thread.
At the state of the art, there are several papers reviewing
the DT field. Our study differs from those works in different
ways. First of all, our study was not focused on searching
among papers framed in specific fields of applications, whilst
many reviews on DTs present deep analyses focusing exclu-
sively on the manufacturing domain [16], [37]–[40]. Our
study considers different application domains and describes
all of them in detail.
As to the study methodology, we did a systematic literature
review and searched for papers without setting a specific
time frame; on the contrary, other works that present system-
atic reviews have the searches performed with specific time
frames (e.g., from 2001 to 2006 [41], from 2014 [37], from
2005 to 2016 [38]).
Furthermore, our study also considers sociotechnical
design implications, and specifically focuses on the interac-
tion of domain experts, designers and all stakeholders with
the machines (either physical or virtual). To our knowledge,
this aspect, which is crucial for a successful DT development,
has never been identified and described by any state-of-the-
art works.
Finally, it is important to point out that this study stems
from, and is focused on, an interest in Digital Twin as
a concept linked to AI. Despite this fact, we are fully
aware of the influence that different other disciplines play
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in DT development and that the same concept could be stud-
ied from other points of view (not AI-centered).
III. METHODOLOGY
At the beginning of our study, we identified three specific
research questions that led our entire research work:
1) RQ1:What are the definitions of Digital Twin that have
been published in literature?
2) RQ2: What are the main characteristics that should be
present in a Digital Twin?
3) RQ3: What are the domains in which Digital Twin
applications have been developed and described in sci-
entific literature?
We defined two different strings of words to be searched
on Google Scholar: ‘‘digital twin artificial intelligence’’ and
‘‘digital twin model’’. We chose Google Scholar to avoid
bias in favor of any specific scientific publisher, as suggested
by [42]. We did not specify a time range. The search was per-
formed in July 2019, so the upper date range limit coincides
with this date.
From the results, we excluded duplicates, extensions of
previous published works, and papers not written in English,
while we included all documents presenting DT applications
(e.g., technical reports, white papers, online articles).We then
performed snowballing on the set of found papers: we used
the reference list of every paper for identifying possible new
papers to include in the study. Again, we applied the same
exclusion/inclusion criteria listed before. We stopped once
no new papers were found and we had the definitive start set
of 75 papers, concerning DT technology, which has been used
for the study.
IV. DIGITAL TWIN DEFINITIONS
To respond to RQ1, in this section we present the results of
the analysis of the papers included in the study that present
a definition of DT or other concepts (i.e. digital thread and
product avatar) that are used to express the same meaning.
DTs can be defined as (physical and/or virtual) machines
or computer-based models that are simulating, emulating,
mirroring, or ‘‘twinning’’ the life of a physical entity, which
may be an object, a process, a human, or a human-related fea-
ture. Each DT is linked to its physical twin through a unique
key [43], [44], identifying the physical twin, and therefore
allowing to establish a bijective relationship between the DT
and its twin. A DT is more than a simple model or simula-
tion [19], [37], [45], [46]. A DT is a living, intelligent and
evolving model, being the virtual counterpart of a physical
entity or process. It follows the lifecycle of its physical twin
to monitor, control, and optimize its processes and func-
tions. It continuously predicts future statuses (e.g., defects,
damages, failures), and allows simulating and testing novel
configurations, in order to preventively apply maintenance
operations.More specifically, the twinning process is allowed
by the continuous interaction, communication, and syn-
chronization (closed-loop optimization) between the DT,
its physical twin and the external, surrounding environment.
Descriptive data are continuously exchanged and updated
thanks to the (nowadays-affordable) real-time data upload-
ing and big data storage capabilities. Thanks to real-time
updates from its physical twin and from digital twins in the
surrounding environment, the digital twin is always aware
of what is happening in the physical world. By applying
data fusion algorithms followed by Big Data analytics and
AI descriptive algorithms, it evolves together with its physical
twin thanks to a modular and highly parameterized archi-
tecture, which allows a fast reconfiguration. The DT is then
constantly synchronized to its physical twin and changes with
it, and the change reflects, and is governed by, the properties
of the physical object being mirrored. Beside this compre-
hensive emulation, being equipped with AI, the DT is able
to uncover information including system description, hidden
patterns, and unknown correlations. The ability of recording,
controlling, and monitoring the conditions and changes of the
physical system allows to applyAI predictive and prescriptive
techniques for forecasting failures, testing the outcome of
possible solutions, and activating self-healing mechanisms.
This brings to the so-called predictive maintenance approach,
where failures are predicted, and fixes and/or modifications
can be simulated in order to avoid errors or find the best solu-
tions. This real-time system modification leads to dramatic
improvements, e.g., in the manufacturing field as well as in
medical-system engineering, since the prediction capability
allows planning repairs or maintenance, thus preventing dis-
ruptions and potentially costly breakdowns. The DT allows
all users and stakeholders to access and monitor the physical
twin status, no matter where they are physically located. This
brings to improved and faster cooperation.
A DT may be part of a Cyber-Physical System [47], [48],
which can be described as a set of physical entities
(e.g. devices, objects, equipment, humans) that interact with
a virtual cyberspace through a communication network. Each
physical entity has its cyber part as its digital representation,
culminating in the DT.
In literature, the DT concept is viewed as similar to that of
‘‘Product Avatar’’ (PA), which is the digital counterpart, or a
set of digital counterparts, of an ‘‘Intelligent’’ or ‘‘Smart
Products’’, where ‘‘intelligent products are physical items,
which may be transported, processed or used and which
comprise the ability to act in an intelligent manner’’ [49].
Specifically, PAs have been developed to let any user or stake-
holder access the attributes and services of the Smart Product
during its whole lifecycle [43], [49], [50]. The differences
between DTs and PAs is that they derived from two different
research lines [43], have different capabilities, and are there-
fore used for different purposes. In particular, as explained in
Section VI.A, while the DT has the intelligence for triggering
actions on its physical twin, the intelligence of the PA is
limited to making it a perfect virtual replica of the physical
twin.
To sum up, data fusion, AI applications and big data
analytics harnessing IoT sensors allow communication and
intelligent interaction between a generic physical system
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FIGURE 2. Timeline of the papers analyzed for this study. The labels are the reference numbers. Each point in the chart has a color that refers to the
application domain in which the study is framed.
(or process) and its respectiveDT [11]. This technologymight
be applied to any physical entity in the real world, ‘‘because
smart machines are better than humans at accurately and con-
sistently capturing and communicating data, this technology
can enable people to pick up on inefficiencies and problems
sooner, saving time, money, and lives’’ [51].
However, while digital twins are intelligent systems, it is
important to understand that they are not always fully
autonomous. Indeed, AI-based applications and digital twins
still require a lot of human intervention, particularly in scenar-
ios where they are used to test new features and modifications
of physical assets, or when they are exploited to provide
answers such as diagnosis and treatments. In industry, as well
as in medicine, DT’s AI instead of human intelligence is not
necessarily more efficient; however, human skills boosted
by DTs’ analyses, predictions, and recommendations are
undoubtedlymore productive. For this reason, DT technology
is being massively investigated and commercialized by large
enterprises and its usage has been considered for researches
such as those performed by U.S. Air Force and NASA [22].
Importantly, a DT is different from the traditional
Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Engineering
(CAD/CAE) models and from simulations [52]. This differ-
ence is clear when considering the main DT characteristics
detailed in Section V.
For answering RQ1, 75 papers directly referring to Digital
Twin, Digital Thread or Product Avatar concepts have been
analyzed. In Fig. 2 the timeline of the references is presented.
The first paper considered in this study has been published
in 1991. As clearly visible in the chart plotted in Fig. 2, there
is a wide gap between this first paper and the following ones
TABLE 1. Classification of literature per concept.
that appeared only in 2008. The most important increase in
literature production about the Digital Twin topic is quite
recent (2016-2017).
In Table 1, we classified all the 75 papers according to
the concept they cite, and we highlight which references
provide or not a definition of the concept.
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TABLE 2. Classification of literature per application domain.
Analogously, we classify in Table 2 the references accord-
ing to the application domain they are framed in and we
point out if the references provide or not a definition for
the concept they present (Digital Twin, Digital Thread, or
Product Avatar).
As reported in Table 1, 31 papers out of 75 provide a
definition of Digital Twin concept. Due to repetition of the
same definition in more than one paper, there are 29 differ-
ent definitions that can be grouped according to key points
(see Table 3). 11 out of 34 papers use the key points ‘‘virtual’’,
‘‘mirror’’, and ‘‘replica’’ to define the Digital Twin concept,
and 8 of them are linked to works in the manufacturing
application domain.
V. DIGITAL TWIN CHARACTERISTICS
This section focuses on RQ2. By analyzing the selected
papers, we have been able to identify the main char-
acteristics that DTs are supposed to possess. Both the
physical and the digital twins must be equipped with
networking devices to guarantee a seamless connection
and a continuous data exchange either through direct
physical communications or through indirect cloud-based
connections.
Thanks to the seamless connection, the DT continuously
receives dynamic (eventually sensed) physical twin data,
which describe the physical twin status and change with time
TABLE 3. Digital twin definitions.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Digital twin definitions.
along its lifecycle, and dynamic environment data describing
the surrounding environment status. Moreover, it continu-
ously sends back to its physical twin, to the domain experts,
and to other DTs in the environment, predictions and prescrip-
tions for system maintenance and for function optimizations.
There are mainly three types of communication processes
that need to be designed:
1) Between the physical and the virtual twin.
2) Between the DT and different DTs in the surrounding
environment.
3) Between the DT and domain experts, which interact
and operate on the DT, through usable and accessible
interfaces.
All the exchanged data must be stored in a data stor-
age system, accessible by the digital twin. Together with
dynamic data, the data storage contains historical static data ,
which reflect the physical twin memory and record historical
information provided by human expertise or by past actions,
and descriptive static data , which describe important char-
acteristics of the physical twin that must not change over
time (e.g. its requirements and constraints, in the case of a
product or device [44]).
Moreover, since the DT continuously receives data from
different sources, it must exploit proper ontologies for data
comprehension and formalization. Ontologies are a well-
established approach for leveraging data and information
sources with semantics, thus providing a shared, machine-
understandable vocabulary for information exchange among
dispersed agents (e.g. humans and different machines) inter-
acting and communicating in an heterogeneous distributed
intelligent system [46], [99]–[103].
The DT must be able to treat high-dimensional data,
and must therefore be equipped with effective high-
dimensional data-(de)coding and analysis techniques, as well
as data fusion algorithms for integrating the multiple data
sources and produce more consistent, accurate, and use-
ful information than that provided by any individual data
source.
DT technology encompasses a continuously improv-
ing AI, which refers to supervised/unsupervised learning
algorithms, whose predictive capability is refined as they pro-
cess the continuously received sensed data from the physical
twin and the surrounding environment. This virtual (cogni-
tive) brain applies descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive
algorithms thus allowing to perform a set of tasks as an
intelligent product.
AmongAI algorithms, feature selection and feature extrac-
tion tasks reduce the data dimensionality while keeping the
most informative data. This allows extracting and storing
only the useful information (‘‘right data’’), thus reducing the
cost for storage and the computational processing costs [66].
Feature extraction and selection is important for dealing
with big data. Extracting the salient value and information
associated with the continuously acquired and exchanged
big data is important to enable effective real-time cyber-
physical synchronization and the so called ‘‘closed-loop
optimization’’ [44], [56]. Closed-loop optimization refers to
the continuous exchange of data between the cyber and phys-
ical worlds in order to continuously optimize the physical
side. The DT is a virtual model of the physical object with the
potential of understanding changes in the status of the phys-
ical entity through sensing data, to analyze, predict, estimate
and optimize changes. The physical entity should respond to
the changes according to the optimized scheme received from
the DT [53], should continuously send real-time data describ-
ing novel statuses, and then be ready to respond to novel
optimizing ‘‘commands’’ received from the DT. Through
such cyber-physical closed-loop optimization, DT technol-
ogy could enable the performance improvement of the whole
manufacturing process [44].
The DT characterizes, understands, clusters, and clas-
sifies the input data from the physical twin and/or the
surrounding IoT environment, thanks to pattern recog-
nition, unsupervised/supervised learning, and statistical
applications [66]. This allows to detect changes and
identify important patterns and trends by analyzing
data.
TheDT has self-adaptation and self-parametrization capa-
bilities, which allow to resemble the physical twin during
its whole lifecycle [67], [97]. This task might be easily and
quickly accomplished, by developing a highly modular and
parameterized DT. Modularity guarantees that changes in
one module do not affect other modules. Parameterization
guarantees an easy modification of DT status. Evolutionary
algorithms [104], or stochastic optimization [59] may be used
for choosing the parameter settings producing the best fit
between the DT and its twin.
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TheDT exploits predictive analytics [105], [106] to predict
future statuses and important changes (such as failures) in the
product lifecycle.
The DT uses the result of descriptive and predictive
techniques as input of prescriptive analytics [107] to make
decisions relevant to its own destiny, by computationally
determining a set of high-value alternative actions or deci-
sions given a complex set of objectives, requirements, and
constraints (described by the historical and static data).
It eventually applies (stochastic) optimization algorithms to
achieve the best outcome, while addressing uncertainty in the
data [59].
Beyond applying predictive and prescriptive algorithms,
the DT codes the computed prescriptions and optimiza-
tion schema by exploiting proper ontologies and high-
dimensional data-coding techniques. This allows sending
feedback to both the physical twin and to other DTs in the
whole environment. On the other side, end users may exploit
interaction interfaces to access the computed information and
to view the DT status.
Finally, the DT providesmodeling and simulation applica-
tions for representing, in a realistic and natural way, both the
current status of the physical twin, and different ‘‘what-if’’
scenarios.
VI. DIGITAL TWIN APPLICATION CASES
This section is aimed at responding to RQ3. From our analy-
sis, several application cases of Digital Twin emerge, and they
are mainly grouped in three domains: manufacturing (which
also includes model-based system engineering, MBSE),
aviation, and healthcare.
A. MANUFACTURING
Several works in the manufacturing field exploit the DT
to optimize all aspects of the product manufacturing pro-
cess and process lifecycle. Among them, the work of
Rosen et al. [53] highlights that the usage of DTsmay allow to
develop a computerized system supervising each step of man-
ufacturing through amodular approach. Precisely, the authors
propose a modular Smart Manufacturing approach [108],
where autonomous modules execute high-level tasks without
human control, deciding among a set of alternative actions,
and responding to failures or unexpected events without
affecting the work of other modules (thus avoiding changes
and re-configurations at the supervisory level). To this end,
the modules must have access to very realistic information
describing the current state of the process and of the products.
This can be obtained by using faithful virtual replica of the
physical entities, i.e. a DT. In the depicted scenario, DTs also
allow a continuous communication between the system and
the physical asset. Though highlighting its potential in the
field of manufacturing, the work of Rosen at al. [53] seems
referring to the DT as a realistic model or simulation with the
ability of continuously communicating with its physical twin,
which is a too simplistic way for describing it. DTs must not
be confused with simulations or with the avatars produced
by virtual/augmented reality applications [49]. As already
introduced in Section IV, what makes a simulated
model or (Product) Avatar a DT is the artificial intelligence
and the continuous (or at least periodic) real-time data
exchange between the physical model and its virtual counter-
part. Moreover, the DT must be developed by integrating the
knowledge provided by human experts and by real (historical)
data collected by present and past systems [54]. Such data
are required not only to describe the physical twin’s behavior
but also to derive solutions relevant for the real system [45],
[55]. Essentially, DTs are particular simulations, specifically
designed for their intended purpose, which evolve along with
the real system, during its whole life cycle.
Similar to the work of Rosen et al. [53], Qi and Tao [56]
presented the benefits of a Data Driven Smart manufactur-
ing (BDD-SM) approach exploiting DTs. BDD-SM exploits
sensors and the IoT to produce and transport big data. These
data can be processed through AI applications and big data
analytics executed on the cloud, to monitor the processes,
identify failures, and find the optimal solution. On the other
side, DT technology enables manufacturers to manage the
real-time and two-waymappings between physical object and
digital representation, bringing to an ‘‘intelligent, predictive,
prescriptive’’ approach where targeted monitoring, optimiza-
tion, and self-healing actions are taken.
Though the DT model is generally viewed as a three-
dimensional structure where physical entities and their
virtual models communicate through proper connections,
Tao and Zhang [57], Tao et al. [58], while describing their
concept of DT shop floor, gave more importance to the intel-
ligent applications (called services) embedded into the virtual
parts, and to the fused data belonging to different sources.
Precisely, beside the physical space (PS), the virtual space
(VS) twinning the PS, and the connection between them,
the two elements introduced by the authors are the Service
System (SS) and the Digital Twin Data (DTD), which are
processed by SS. The SS is an integrated software platform
for management, control, and optimization, which contains
all the functions (sub-services) for providing solutions to
specific requests from PS and VS. DTD is the repository of
current and historical data comprising fused data converging
information from the PS, VS, and external environment. Play-
ing a central role in the integration of data flows gathered in
a heterogeneous environment, it provides comprehensive and
consistent information.
A similar structure has been envisioned in [59], where
the DT model comprises five enabling components: PS,
VS, sensors, integration technologies, and analytics. Sensors
allow bidirectional real-time communication between PS and
VS using integration technologies, which include communi-
cation interface and security. Exchanged data are processed
through analytics techniques that compute prescriptions on
the basis of simulation results.
Several state-of-the-art works in the field of manufacturing
bring to light the fact that a continuous interaction, conver-
gence, and self-adaptation of the DT are of great importance
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for guaranteeing a full synchronization between the DT and
its physical twin, which is necessary to obtain consistentmon-
itoring, optimizations, predictive maintenance processes, and
so on [56]. At the state-of-the-art, the synchronization need
has indeed been highlighted and studied by several authors.
Precisely, Uhlemann et al. [68], Uhlemann [69], while work-
ing on the realization of a Cyber Physical Production System,
identified real time multi-modal data acquisition, and
subsequent simulation-based data processing, as important
factors allowing cyber-physical synchronization. Indeed,
multi-modal data acquisition enables a coupling of the pro-
duction system with its digital equivalent as a basis for mini-
mizing the delay between the time of data acquisition and the
creation of the DT.
In the context of manufacturing optimization,
Lee et al. [60] described their vision regarding a Cyber Phys-
ical System governing a specific manufacturing company by
managing and optimizing all the machinery and equipment
processes through the inter-connection among DTs. In this
context, they described a DT (of amachine and/or equipment)
as a ‘‘coupled model that operates in the cloud platform and
simulates the health condition with an integrated knowledge
from both data driven analytical algorithms as well as other
available physical knowledge. The DT model can also be
described as a 5S systematic approach consisting of Sensing,
Storage, Synchronization, Synthesis and Service’’. In this
context, the authors concentrated on the potentiality of a DT
to process historical data acquired from the early design,
system information, and physical knowledge, to ‘‘construct
a digital image’’ (simulation model) of the machine that
continuously records and tracks machine conditions during
later utilization stages, thus enabling machines and systems
with self-aware capabilities.
A recent work in the field of MBSE is described in [61],
where authors suggested the usage of DT models for fac-
tory design and brought to evidence the potentials provided
by a modular parameterized architecture of the DT model.
Factory design concerns the design of the factory concept,
the design of the optimal layout and equipment configu-
ration, the design of the logistic unit control strategy, and
the whole integration of all the equipment in the production
line, to finally build the physical factory. An optimal design
allows speeding up the production, while simultaneously cut-
ting the production costs. Its complexity requires frequent
changes from its initial version to its final version, and this
is particularly true when considering traditional factories,
which are increasingly transforming into smart factories,
thus requiring a simultaneous factory redesign. Exploiting
the DT to virtually simulate the designed factory system,
the designers’ decisions are tested, eventually optimized
(by analyzing the current state, considering also historical
data) and then validated. Modularity and parameterization of
the DT model allow to implement generic functions that can
be tuned (by changing the parameters values) to solve sim-
ilar problems. A modular approach facilitates multi-person
collaboration in the development of the factory. Moreover,
changes in the factory design are quickly implemented since
they require the change of only a small number of modules.
Following this implementation idea, theDT starts livingwhen
the factory concept is created in the designers’ brain, and it
continuously reflects and evolves with the evolving factory
design, until its last stage, when the DT fully resembles the
factory to be practically built. When the factory is being used,
a modular design also allows a fast and easy automatic recon-
figuration of small modules in case of necessary changes in
the production line [70].
Another work [71] presenting aWeb application to develop
a digital factory (DF), which is the DT of a factory, simi-
larly exploits a modular structure where ontologies play a
key role in the representation of the capability model of
the factory. The DF provides a virtual representation of a
manufacturing facility, in terms of installed machinery, mate-
rial handling equipment, and layout. Thanks to such DT,
both manufacturers can monitor their (physical and virtual)
factory, and external customers have an easier access to the
factory. Through exploring and querying the capability model
of DFs, companies can develop a deeper and more precise
understanding of the technological capabilities of prospec-
tive suppliers, thus making more informed decisions when
building supply chains. Thanks to a modular architecture, the
DF is easily modified to reflect the changing physical fac-
tory and the reconfiguration happens in real-time. The work
reported in [33] highlighted the optimization advantages pro-
vided by DTs of factories.
Since modularity allows a real-time reconfiguration and
self-adaptation, the work of Abramovici et al. [62] presents
a conceptual approach to the reconfiguration of Smart
Products. The presented method monitors, controls, and
reconfigures the physical object by directly working on its
DT. Recalling the intelligent Tesla cars, the efficacy of the
approach is prototypically demonstrated by considering a
model environment for smart cars, which are temporarily
reconfigured during their use phase.
B. AVIATION
While DT technology in manufacturing is appreciated both
for allowing predictive maintenance [57] and for its capa-
bility of optimizing and speeding production [72], in the
aviation field the DT is mainly used as a mean for predictive
maintenance – e.g. to detect dangerous changes in the struc-
tural aircraft and then triggering self-healing mechanisms –
decision support, optimization, and diagnostics. Examples
are state of the art works for assessing the prediction con-
fidence of a DT model; by defining a quality measure to
be used as a decision-making metric for autonomous model
fidelity selection, the DT model that best represents the inter-
actions of the multi-physics, fluid-thermal-structural cou-
pling applicable to hypersonic flow conditions of aircraft can
be chosen [73]. In the work of Yang et al. [74], authors
described an aircraft DT exploiting an automatic image track-
ing method to obtain insights about the crack tip deformation
and crack growth behavior of aluminum alloy and steel.
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The acquired information allows the DTmodel to predict sub-
cycle fatigue crack growth mechanisms of aircraft materials
during thewhole aircraft lifecycle, thus allowing to reduce the
cost and time for both development and maintenance [75].
Majumdar et al. [76] developed a DT modeling the way
multi-physical environments (such as electrical field) cause
microstructural changes in structural composites and hence
may affect structural performance. Bielefeldt et al. [77] pro-
posed a DT detecting fatigue cracks by using a finite element
model of an aircraft wing containing shape memory alloy
particles embedded in key regions of the aircraft structure.
Particularly, authors modeled an aircraft wing subjected to
loading experienced during flight, and then simulated the
response of the localized particles in the key regions to
detect structural dangerous changes. To provide diagnostic
and prognostic capabilities to the DT of an aircraft, the work
proposed in [78] used the Finite Element Alternating Method
(FEAM) for computing Stress Intensity Factor [79], and an
improved Moving Least Squares (MLS) law for computing
fatigue crack growth rates [80]; in this way, high-performance
fatigue mechanics were used to detect and predict damaged
aircraft structures. In [81] authors discussed a DT exploit-
ing a modified dynamic Bayesian network structure to con-
trol the state of aircraft wings. Based on a similar idea,
the work reported in [82] combined developments in mod-
eling of fatigue-damage, isogeometric analysis of thin-shell
structures [109], and structural health monitoring [110],
to develop a computational steering framework for fatigue-
damage prediction in full-scale laminated composite struc-
tures, and successfully tested it on wind-turbine blades.
To perform real-time prediction of damage, some state-
of-the-art aircraft DTs analyze the responses of a guided
wave [83]. As the guided wave interacts with damage, the
signal attenuates in some directions and reflects in others.
This results in a difference in signal magnitude, as well
as phase shifts between signal responses for damaged and
undamaged structures. During damage detection and eval-
uation, accurate estimation of damage size, location, and
orientation is computed by evaluating the cumulative signal
responses at various pre-selected sensor locations using a
genetic algorithm [111]. The work of Zakrajsek andMall [84]
introduced a DT model (DTw) of a specific aircraft tire at
touchdown. The proposed DTw was built from high fidelity
testing data with the aim of improving the tire-touchdown
wear prediction to avoid tire flat spots and mishaps, which
might cause high program costs, and increase the logisti-
cal and environmental footprint of the aircraft. Since flat
tires are mainly caused by non-ideal touchdowns (generating
spin-up) during landings, the developed DTw guides the vari-
ous landing parameters, e.g., touchdown speed, sink rate, yaw
angle, and tire conditions (either new or worn), by consider-
ing the probability of failure (POF) for varying distributions
of such parameters. The described DTw is notable since it
concerns the DT of a product component (the tire of the
aircraft) in a specificmoment of its lifecycle (the touchdown).
This example brings to light that the DT of a whole product
usually comprises, or interacts with, several and not necessar-
ily simpler DTs of the product components.
The aforementioned DTs are example of AI machines that
should not be considered as independent and autonomous
computational models [54]; as mentioned in Section VII,
human expertise, supervision and intervention are some of
the key factors for their successful development and usage.
Each DT should be continuously supervised, to eventually
run simulations and plan intervention actions on the physical
system, but also to be modified and improved.
C. HEALTHCARE
In the healthcare context, DTs have been firstly used for
predictive maintenance of medical devices and for their per-
formance optimization (in terms of examination speed and
energy consumption). Other applications of the DT technol-
ogy regard the optimization of hospital lifecycle. Examples of
DTs applied to hospital management optimization are those
developed by GE Healthcare. This large enterprise has long
been focusing its predictive analytics platform and AI appli-
cations to the transformation of large and various patient data
into actionable intelligence.
The final aim is to help hospitals and government associ-
ations in the management and coordination of patient care
initiatives from a social and population perspective. As an
example, leveraging medical AI applications, GE Health-
care developed a ‘‘Capacity Command Center’’ [85] that
applies simulations and analytics for better decision-making
in the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. By building a
DT of patient pathways, the hospital predicts patient activ-
ity and plans capacity according to demand, thus signif-
icantly improving patient service, safety, experience, and
volume.
Similarly, Siemens Healthineers has developed a DT for
optimizing theMater Private Hospitals (MPH) in Dublin [86],
which was suffering for growing patient demand, increas-
ing clinical complexity, ageing infrastructure, lack of space,
increase of waiting times, interruptions, delays, and rapid
advances in medical technology, which were evidencing the
need to implement additional equipment. To overcome these
challenges, MPH and Siemens Healthineers redesigned the
radiology department by developing anAI computermodel of
the radiology department and its operations. The result was a
medical DT enabling digital process optimization by usage of
workflow simulations and testing of different new operational
scenarios and layouts. The faithful and realistic 3D anima-
tions provided by the DT, as well as the produced descriptive
and quantitative reports, allows predicting the operational
scenarios and instantly evaluating alternative options to find
the right solution to transform care delivery.
In the medical and clinical fields, the interest in DT tech-
nology is often due to the aim of building a human DT.
A human DT could show what is happening inside the
linked physical twin’s body, making it easier to predict the
occurrence of an illness by analyzing the real twin’s personal
history and the current context such as location, time, and
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activity [63]. This would allow a radical paradigm shift in
the way treatments are delivered in medicine, which is a
shift from the ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ treatments to tailor-made
treatments, based on the individual ‘‘physical asset’’, which is
defined by all the structural, physical, biological, and histori-
cal characteristics of the individual. The branch of healthcare
promoting individualized treatments in healthcare is gener-
ally referred to as ‘‘precision medicine’’ [112] (more gen-
erally referred to as ‘‘personalized medicine’’), an emerging
approach for disease treatment and prevention encompassing
the use of new diagnostics and therapeutics, targeted to the
needs of a patient based on their own genetic, biomarker,
phenotypic, physical or psychosocial characteristics [113].
Essentially, patients are treated as individuals, rather than
according to some ‘‘norm’’ or ‘‘Standard of Care’’ (deliv-
ering the right treatments, at the right time, to the right
person) [114], [115].
The precursor of the human DT is the Virtual Physio-
logical Human (VPH) [64], a concept first discussed in the
late nineties, almost 20 years ago. It is a detailed computer
model developed to ‘‘enable collaborative investigations of
the human body as a single complex system’’. By customiz-
ing a VPH to any patient, researchers and clinicians would
have a platform to test any treatment protocol. A VPH may
act as a ‘‘Virtual Human Laboratory’’, facilitating for instance
in-silico clinical trials or testing [116].
The great deal of research effort [87] devoted to the devel-
opment of VPHs has brought to the development of compu-
tational models such as the ‘‘AnyBody Modeling System’’
(see https://www.anybodytech.com), which allows to
simulate the human body working in concert with its envi-
ronment. With the AnyBody model users can run advanced
simulations to calculate: 1) individual muscle forces; 2) joint
contact-forces andmoments; 3) metabolism; 4) elastic energy
in tendons; and 5) antagonistic muscle action.
A physiological model virtualized by a DT would allow
physicians to make in silico predictions of how the real
organ might behave in any given situation. The automated
analysis provided by CAD systems would allow evaluating
the effectiveness of tailored treatments, paving the way to
the expansion of precision medicine. Particularly significant
in this field are the continuous advances in the medical
AI applications, simulations, and virtual reality, together with
the spread of Picture Archiving and Communication Sys-
tems (PACS) [117], which provide economical storage and
convenient access and exchange of medical examinations
(mainly images) from multiple modalities (source machine
types). Today, some DTs of organs (e.g. heart) or parts
of human body (e.g. airway system) have already been
developed. Note that, they differ greatly from the industrial
approach; the main reason for this difference lies in the
fact that humans are not equipped with embedded sensors,
and medical data describing their status can be extracted
only from medical examinations. Therefore, the seam-
less connection between a human and his DT cannot be
guaranteed.
From the study presented in this paper it emerges that some
organs’ DTs have already been used in the clinical practice
as a valid aid for experts, while some others are still under
validation.
The Living Heart [88] developed by the French soft-
ware company Dassault Systèmes has been released in 2015
(May) and is currently available for research. It has been the
first DT of organs that takes all aspects of the functionality
of the organ (including blood flow, mechanics and electri-
cal impulses) into account. The software requires input of
a 2D scan, which is translated into a faithful 3D model of
the organ. Thanks to the hearth model, physicians can run
hypothetical scenarios (e.g., adding a pacemaker or reversing
the heart’s chambers) to predict the patient outcome andmake
decisions.
Another DT of heart, developed by Siemens Health-
ineers [89], is currently used for testing and research
purposes by Cardiologists of the Heidelberg University Hos-
pital (HUH) in Germany. To develop such a DT model,
Siemens Healthineers has exploited the data collected in a
vast database containing more than 250 million of anno-
tated images, reports, and operational data. The AI-based
DT model was trained to weave together data about the elec-
trical properties, the physical properties, and the structure of
a heart into a 3D image. To test the technology, cardiologists
at the HUH created 100 digital heart twins of patients being
treated for heart failure in a six-year trial, and compared the
actual outcome (ground truth) with the predictions made by
the computer after the analysis of the DT status. Preliminary
results seemed promising but the conclusions after the exper-
imental tests are not yet available.
Another example of organ DT is that of the human air-
way system, which has been developed by researchers at
Oklahoma State University’s Computational Biofluidics and
Biomechanics Laboratory (CBBL) [90]–[94]. Considering
that patients receiving aerosol-delivered chemotherapeutic
drugs have a lot to lose when tumor-targeting treatments
‘‘hit’’ healthy tissue, researchers at CBBL exploited the
ANSYS computational fluid dynamics simulations to study
the precision-delivery of an inhaler, which delivers cancer-
destroying drugs to tumor-only locations in the lungs. They
found that, though the drug is distributed evenly throughout
the volume of the aerosol, upon reaching the lungs, the drug
reaches its target with less than 25% of accuracy [91], [92].
The remaining drug falls on healthy tissue; beside the drug
loss, this might also cause side effects and damage of healthy
lung tissue. To solve this problem, authors firstly developed a
prototype of human DT [93] virtualizing a standing 47 years
old digital male with the high-resolution human respira-
tory system covering the entire conducting and respiratory
zones, lung lobes, and body shell. This ‘‘individualized digital
twin’’, referred to as the ‘‘virtual human V1.0’’, enabled
ANSYS computational fluid dynamics simulations, and the
subject-specific body shell also enabled the subject-specific
health risk assessment for in-silico occupational exposure
studies, including simulations of real-time ventilation, skin
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absorption, and lung deposition. Moreover, it allowed the
replacement of lung airways and body shells; this opened
the way to its structural modifications (e.g., to make it
either standing or seating, male or female, adults or kids,
with or without lung diseases).
Leveraging their virtual human V1.0, experts at the CBBL
created the virtual human V2.0, a human DT that could be
made patient-specific by performing a CT/MRI scan of the
patient and importing the geometry of the lungs into the shell
of the digital twin. Exploiting the developed V2.0 DT, CBBL
researchers then created a large group of human DTs (virtual
population group - VPG), consisting in a set of detailed,
high-resolution anatomical models. The VPG allowed ana-
lyzing variations in the general population or within specific
subpopulation groups, increasing the statistical robustness of
numerical studies. Precisely, authors could simulate several
different scenarios of the aerosol particles’ movement by
varying parameters such as the diameters of the particles,
inhalation flow rates and the initial locations of the medica-
tion within the aerosol. These simulations allowed to show
that the design of a patient-specific targeted drug delivery
method, which restricts the active drug’s particle size and
region within the aerosol (versus distributing them evenly
throughout the spray), would allow to increase the local
deposition efficiency of drugs to 90% [91].
The last example of commercialized organs’ DT is the
one developed by France-based startup Sim&Cure, which is
virtualizing a patient-based aneurysm and surrounding blood
vessels (see https://sim-and-cure.com/). Aneurysms are blood
vessel bulges caused by a weakening in an arterial wall. They
can be found in 2% percent of the population. A small, but
terrifying, fraction of these aneurysms can then result in clots,
stroke and death. Brain surgery is typically the last resort to
repair aneurysms. Endovascular repair, however, is a less-
invasive option that is associated with a lower risk. It uses
a catheter-guided implant (a device with a certain size) to
shore up damaged arteries and relieve the pressure on the
aneurysm caused by irregular blood flow. However, choos-
ing the device with an optimal size might be difficult even
for experienced surgeons. The DT developed by Sim&Cure,
which got the regulatory approval, has been developed to
help surgeons select an optimal implant to form-fit both the
cross-section and length of the aneurysm, thus optimizing
aneurysm repair. Precisely, after the patient is prepared for
surgery, a DT (represented by a 3D model) of the aneurysm
and the surrounding blood vessels is created by processing
a 3D rotational angiography image. The personalized
DT allows surgeons to run simulations and helps surgeons
gain a keen understanding of the interactive relationship
between the implant and the aneurysm. In less than five
minutes, numerous implants can be assessed to optimize the
procedure. Preliminary trials have shown to provide promis-
ing results [95], [96], provided that there is good quality
of 3D-Angiography base data [96], though further evaluation
is required to clarify the impact of device-dimension modifi-
cations on outcome.
VII. DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we provide an overview of design implications
we derived from this study. In particular, we first illustrate
the need of a sociotechnical and collaborative approach to the
design process, and then we outline two different lifecycles
that describe a DT’s life, from its design to its dismissal.
A. SOCIOTECHNICAL AND COLLABORATIVE DESIGN
The variety, complexity and the increasing scale of DT design
projects require all end users (also called ‘‘domain experts’’
because they are specialized in specific application domains
different from Computer Science) to act in concert and col-
laborate in teams, by applying the respective knowledge to
extend or modify the system. This allows satisfying needs
and requirements that cannot be anticipated at design time.
The need of finding new strategies to support such collab-
oration therefore becomes an open issue. The challenge is
to bridge the communication gaps among stakeholders with
diverse cultural and professional backgrounds. It is neces-
sary to develop open-ended software environments that can
be evolved and tailored in opportunistic ways to tackle the
co-evolution of users and systems [119].
Collaborative design involving end users has emerged as a
response to the needs felt by various organizations of adapting
software to specific environments and users. When design-
ing DTs, it has to be taken into account that during time the
users and the environments will co-evolve [120].
A sociotechnical design approach is needed to bridge the
communication gaps raised during collaborative design activ-
ities [121]. Such approach can be framed into Human Work
Interaction Design (HWID) [122], a lightweight version of
Cognitive Work Analysis, addressing the concept of Work in
Human-Computer Interaction.
To enable end users, even if domain experts, in mod-
ifying and extending features of DT systems, End-User
Development (EUD) methods and tools can be implemented.
As defined in [123], EUD is ‘‘the set of methods, techniques,
tools, and socio-technical environments that allow end users
to act as professionals in those ICT-related domains in which
they are not professionals, by creating, modifying, extending
and testing digital artifacts without requiring knowledge in
traditional software engineering techniques’’.
EUD is well established both in literature and in prac-
tice when dealing with collaborative systems for domain
experts, and is currently mostly used in the Internet of Things
domain [124]–[128].
B. LIFECYCLES
This study led us to describe two possible lifecycles for DTs,
from their design to their dismissal. The former refers to a
case where the object that has to be twinned still does not exist
and, in this case, the design process simultaneously conceives
both the object and its DT. The latter is about an object that
already exists but has no DT in place; in this case, the design
process focuses on the extension of the objects to make it
connected.
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FIGURE 3. The lifecycle of a computer tomography scanner and its DT, from their design to their dismissal. At first, during the Design Phase,
the Prototype DTObject is designed, then the Prototype Object Design starts and the Prototype DTObject is eventually adapted according to technical
requirements. The two prototypes are then used in the Development phase to obtain the operating Object and its Product DTObject. During the
Operational phase, the Digital Twin is paired with the Object in a synergic and continuous interaction. The dismissal of the Object starts as first,
followed by the dismissal of the DTObject in a second part of the Dismissal Phase.
Both lifecycles share the same timeline: a first Design
phase, followed by a Development phase, an Operational
phase, and finally a Dismissal phase. For describing these
two lifecycles, we use a running example of a medical device
(the object) – i.e. a computer tomography scanner.
The first lifecycle is shown in Fig. 3. In this first case,
the DT starts living before the physical object as a Prototype
(Prototype DTObject), which is then used by designers during
the Design phase of the Prototype Object. During the initial
part of the Design phase, the Prototype DTObject is used,
as if it was the real prototype, to simulate, test, change, and
eventually validate design choices, until the best solution
is found. During this part of the design phase, designers
exploit:
1) Historical data the Prototype DTObject acquires from
any other already existing DTs linked to similar
devices.
2) Static data (e.g., data describing the product require-
ments, customer preferences, bill of materials).
3) The results of simulations performed by the Prototype
DTObject, the result of predictions computed by the Pro-
totype DTObject, and its suggestions and optimization
schema.
When the design of Prototype DTObject is completed,
the process moves to the Design of the prototype Object,
during which the Prototype DTObject is eventually modified
to address technical constraints that may arise during the
prototyping of the physical Object. During the Development
Phase, the Prototype DTObject evolves becoming a Devel-
opment DTObject, which must interact with the production
machines to follow and optimize the assembly/construction
of the Object, i.e. its physical twin. When the Object is
finally built, the Development DTObject starts being a Product
DTObject, and this moves the process into the Operational
phase. The Product DTObject fully resembles the Object: it
has the AI acquired by the preceding stages of its life, and
is therefore ready to follow and mirror the medical device
(Object) while it is being used.
During its existence, the intelligence of the DTObject grows
and self-adapts to the Object (in the case of themedical equip-
ment, for example, it might start learning the most requested
examinations, and the days when more or less examinations
are performed).
When the Object stops being used (due to obsoles-
cence or any other reason) it must be disassembled, and
the Dismissal phase begins, first for the Object and then
for the DTObject. The stored historical data of the Prod-
uct DTObject are backed-up and made available to other
DTObject as well as to domain experts; in this way, design-
ers, or any other domain expert, will be able to use the
collected information to optimize the production of future
devices.
The second lifecycle is shown in Fig. 4. The difference
between this lifecycle and the previous one (Fig. 3), is that
the Object is already in place and in use, but it does not
have a connected DT yet. In this case, the Design phase
regards the development of a novel PrototypeDTObject (which
is tested, changed and finally validated), the Development
phase regards the development of connections between the
existing Object and the DTObject (which is called Develop-
ment DTObject in this phase), while the Operational phase
regards the operational life of the two twins, the Connected
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FIGURE 4. This figure describes the lifecycle of an already existing computer tomography scanner that is however not yet connected to a DT. Being
already existing, it is not depicted in the Design phase, but it appears directly in the Development one. On the other hand, during the design phase,
the prototype DTObject is designed. During the development phase, the object is extended and connected to its DTObject and then they both start
(twinned) their Operational phase. The dismissal, as in the previous lifecycle depicted in Fig. 3, sees the dismantling of the Operating Object and then
the one of the product DTObject.
Object and Product DTObject, which live in concert until their
dismantle in the Dismissal phase.
To sum up, during their lifecycle, the (physical and digital)
twins base each step of their existence on a synergic and
continuous interaction, which allow monitoring, predicting,
and optimizing all their functionalities. The continuous inter-
action hides the differences among them, and they can act as
a whole (‘‘Synergy is the creation of a whole that is greater
than the sum of its parts’’ [129]).
VIII. OPEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
There are currently some important issues and challenges that
need to be further studied and addressed, and are related to
different aspects, all important for the future of the research
in this field.
A. ETHICAL ISSUES
Developers must address the ethical issues raised by
the exchange of data describing/being produced by/being
analyzed by multiple sources, such as the manufacturing
company exploiting the developed DTs, its partners and cus-
tomers, or by twinned hospitals, clinical experts and patients.
This requires developers and users to treat data according to
privacy statements and legal limits that must still be set. This
is especially true and critical with personal medical records.
Indeed, especially in healthcare and medicine, access to
high-quality data with high cardinality and containing enough
variation will be crucial to opportunely train effective
AI models. Such datasets could be formed as a mixture
of publicly available data, data from clinical trials or from
collaborations with hospitals, as well as some data from
customers. Proper regulations should guarantee that all of
these records are made anonymous and are only used with
patients’ consent.
B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Due to the usage of the IoT and cloud computing, any
DT environmentmust be developedwith a particular attention
to robustness with respect to hacking and viruses. Hacking
of private, confidential or valuable information could dam-
age all the sources involved in the physical environment
being twinned. Especially for DT technology in medicine
and healthcare sectors, security and privacy should be deeply
taken care of.
C. COST OF DEVELOPMENT
Developing a DT environment requires to reconsider and
reconfigure the underlying software platform, as well as the
hardware of production machines and their cloud/physical
interconnection. This implies huge costs and might open the
way to the spread of DT technologies only for large compa-
nies with the necessary capital and human resources.
Luckily, lot of research work is being pursued, experi-
mental DTs have already been developed both in the man-
ufacturing and in the medical field, and some of them have
been already published or distributed as open repositories for
research purposes. Without open repositories, the process of
building DTs and the adoption of DTs may be restricted to an
industrial oligopoly. The vast majority of companies cannot
deploy an army of engineers to create custom digital twins
for their exclusive experiments. On the contrary, the devel-
opment of a common platform on the cloud and a modular
organization would allow researchers and small companies
to contribute as well, by developing particular modules that
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others can buy. The number of unknown unknowns and the
known unknowns in the process of developing DTs makes
it imperative to create global infrastructures and organize
groups to pursue the development of fundamental building
blocks and new ideas through research [98].
D. EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED WEALTH
Development of distributed DT environments require all the
involved parties to be furnished with seamless and ubiquitous
connection, sensors and know-how. This feature is missing
when Under Development Countries (UDC) are considered.
The spread of DT technology in manufacturing could thus
widen the gap between the rich and the poor, the urban and
the rural. Considering also the case of DTs of human organs,
doctors and researchers have to be taught how to use them
correctly to foster their interest in usingDT. Therefore, a com-
mon framework for specialized training and capacity building
is significant and is needed to ensure the spread of medical
DTs. The advantage would be a globalized improvement of
healthcare.
E. GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS FOR MEDICAL DTS
Government needs to set regulations and rules establishing
how predictive physiological and biological computational
models can be validated and approved before any physician
is willing to trust a diagnosis generated by a machine, or any
patient is trusting the diagnostic evaluation of any expert ana-
lyzing a simulation on a virtual model. In other words, proper
validation methodologies must be set to assess the credibility
of computational models in biology and medicine [130].
Moreover, regulations should be set to define the extent of
virtualization of the human being.
F. HWID AND EUD
DTs must be equipped with well-designed, usable and acces-
sible interfaces, to let anyone (particularly non-informatic
experts, but experts in specific domains) interact with DTs
in a natural, effective, and efficient way.
Unfortunately, HWID and EUD are often neglected by
computer scientists, who prefer to concentrate on the devel-
opment and usage of DTs than on its design process and on
the role of the end user. A Human Work Interaction Design
approach, applied since the beginning of the DT ideation
and creation, might help all the stakeholders understand the
potentials of sociotechnical design.
G. TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS
Currently, there are many technical limitations that still rep-
resent open issues in the field. First of all, we need to make a
distinction between a DT linked to an Object (DTObject) and
a DT linked to a human being (DTHuman). Both DTs share
the same characteristics but differ in the way the twins (phys-
ical and digital) communicate. While DTObject can exploit a
real-time continuous connection with its twin, the DTHuman is
connected with its physical twin through third devices
(typically software applications or sensors) not necessarily
guaranteeing a seamless connection and a high throughput.
As an example, consider those mobile apps that allow users
to gather data about their health (e.g., glucose meters, pro-
thrombin meters, weight, blood pressure). This is somehow a
weakness, in that a stable, intelligent, ubiquitous, and contin-
uous interaction between DTHuman and the human being may
improve the knowledge of a generic DT, making it able to
quickly react to unexpected changes [108]. Unluckily, at the
present time this is currently not a viable option (not only
for technical but also for ethical constraints). Other technical
limitations that affect the way DT technology is developed
and used, is about the need of having fast Internet connections
that need to be also extremely reliable. This requirement is
still hard to be met in many areas worldwide. Moreover,
another critical issue is that the collection of large quantities
of data makes it difficult to design effective interfaces for its
visual representation and to enable an effective user interac-
tion. Research on data visualization must be pursued to allow
the spread of such visual information and an easy interaction
between the end-user and the DT data.
IX. CONCLUSION
In the past twenty years continuous advances in AI, Big Data
processing techniques, cloud computing, high dimensional
data coding, sensor technologies, and IoT, have fostered
DT technology, so that several DTs have already been devel-
oped and used in a variety of fields, including manufactur-
ing, system engineering, robotics, healthcare and medicine.
In this research work, we have described some of the most
interesting DT descriptions and applications that have been
published in scientific literature.
Our study has answered three research questions: What
are the definitions of Digital Twin that have been pub-
lished in literature so far? What are the main characteristics
that should be implemented in a Digital Twin? What are
the domains in which Digital Twin applications have been
developed?
As far as the applications are concerned, note that,
even though applications in the manufacturing, aviation and
healthcare sectors emerged from our search in the scientific
literature, we are aware that many other possible applications
of DT could be viable. Our future research will therefore be
focused on the investigation of novel application trends and
developments of DT technology.
The contribution of this paper also consists in the illustra-
tion of the two possible lifecycles for DTs. The first lifecycle
describes the life of a DT that starts living in the design phase
of its physical twin, which is not existent yet; when the phys-
ical twin is built, the DT and its twin live together in seamless
communication and interaction. The second scenario regards
a DT that is created when the physical twin has already being
operating for a while (e.g. in the case of a manufacturing
device that becomes a connected device through Industry
4.0 solutions); in this case the DT must be connected to the
physical twin, and the two continue their life in seamless
interaction.
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We finally discussed a set of open issues and main chal-
lenges that still affect this field of research, pointing out
the possible future developments but at the same time the
technical limitations that still represent a burden on it.
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